
ON PRODUCT EXPANSIONS OF THETA-FUNCTIONS

A. P. OGG

In [l], Hecke set up a general method of passing back and forth

between Dirichlet series and functions on the upper half plane (via

the Mellin transform) and showed how functional equations on the

one side correspond to functional equations on the other. Weil [2]

has remarked that this method is applicable in a more general setting

than in [l], and has shown in this manner that the functional equa-

tion for Dedekind's function n(r) is an immediate consequence of the

functional equation for the Riemann zeta-function. In this note we

give a proof along these lines of the product expansion of the basic

theta-function ê =#3 =#«,•

We start with

(1) #(r, x) = 22 e2rinx+i™ r

n

where x,rEC, Im(r) >0 (the sum being over nEZ), and its transfor-

mation formula

(2) e"'"M(r, tx) = (t/Í)-1"u(-1/t, x),

which follows, for example, from expressing the left side X)» e«>(n+x)s

as a Fourier series in x. We set

(3) /i(r, x) = e'*"V(T, rx),

(4) f2(r, x) = t?(r, x),

, Aj(x) =    lim   /,(t, x),
(5) Im r.«

so A2(x) = 1 and ;4i0e) =0 if x(£Z, Ai(x) = 1 if xEZ. We can rewrite

(2) as

(2') fÄ-l/T,x) = (T/iyi2fk(T,x),

where {/, k} = {1, 2}. Now

/I oo ¡,-ig-^tfy       (Re j > 0),
û

for x>0, so for xER we have
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*,(&, *) = 7r-T(í)QSJ(2í, x)

(6) r
- I    f-'i/Àit, *) - Aj(x))dt       (Re s > 1)

/ o

where

(7) *i(í, *) - z (» + »r*.
n

a general Dirichlet series, and

(8) <bi(s, x) = X) 2 cos(27r«z)«-*.
n=l

In (7) we have adopted the (nonstandard) conventions that 0~s = 0

and *-* = |x|-, = e-,l0«l*1. Note that <pj(s, x) = 2Ç(s) if *G£, and

that

(9) <l>i(2, x + 1/2) = 27r2(s2 - 1/12)        for | x |   = 1/2

as follows from computing the Fourier series of the right side on the

interval [-1/2, 1/2].

Theorem 1. For {j,k} = { 1, 2}, $}-(s, *)+2.4,-(*)/s+2i4*(ie)/(l -s)

¿5 entire, bounded in every vertical strip, and satisfies $j(s,x) =

3>* (l-s,x).

We omit the proof, which is standard. (Cf. [l], Hauptsatz.)

Now let t?0(r, x) be defined by the product

(10) âo(r, x) = II (1 - ?Sn)(l + z?2n-1)(l + ¡TV"-1),
n-l

where q = eriT, z = eUix; we will show eventually thatt?=t?0. Note that

do(r, x) has zeroes only at x= (r + l)/2 modulo 1 and t. Consider

g(r, x) = log ô0(t, x)

(11) = Z Z (~q2mn/m + (-l)»-y«''-i)(2'» 4- z—)/«).
B—l m=l

The inverse Mellin transform

ÄTinr = -. I      (T/i)-T(s)(iry)-'ds
2« / ,_c

(where y>0, <r = Re(s), and c>0) gives, for real x,

(12) g(r, x) = — f    (r/i)-*i(s, x)ds,
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(c>l), where

(13) *!(*, *) - (2*)->T(s)Us, x),

(14) Us, x) = f(j)(-f(5 + 1) + (1 - 2')<t>2(s + l,x + 1/2)).

Now Theorem 1  (including the functional equation of the zeta-

function) and the formula

rwr(s) = 2«->r(í/2)r((í + i)/2),

give immediately

(15) ¥i(-i, *) = V2(s, x),

where

(16) *,(i, ¡r) = (27e)-T(s)h(s, x),

(17) Us, x) = f(i + l)(-i-(i) + (1 - 2-)<f>1(5, * + 1/2)).

Now  (l-2-)r(í + l)=Zm-i(-l)m_1wí-í/wí,  and  2-«0i(5, x + 1/2)

E„_i {(2n-l+2*)-+(2n-l-2*)-}. Hence

— I      (r/t)-*1i>2(i, *)   = g(r, tx)
2irl J „_c

(18)

_   ^ ( — q^«/m+( — í)m~l(eiriri2n-1+2x'>m + eir"í2n-l-2x'>m)/m).

n,m=l

Now assume -1/2^*^1/2. By (13)-(17), ^(5, x) is regu-

lar except possibly for poles at 5 = 0, ±1. By Theorem 1,

(l-2>)<p2(s+l, ¡c+1/2) vanishes at 5 = 0, so ^i(s, *)-f-f (5)^(5+1) is

regular at 5 = 0, whence ^i(s, x) — (2s2)-1 is regular at 5 = 0, using the

fact that f (0) = —1/2. <pi(s, x + \/2) has a simple pole of residue 2 at

5=1, so ^2(s, x) is regular at 5 = 1 and hence ^1(5, x) is regular at

5= —1. Finally, ^1(5, x) has a simple pole of residue —irx2 at 5= 1, by

(9). Moving the line of integration to the left, computing the residues,

and applying (15), we get

f(-l/T. x) = — f       (r/i)*9i(s, x)ds

= rix*T + 1/2 log(r/i) H-: f (t/¿)*«,i(s, x)ds
2iri J „=c<_i

= Tix2r + 1/2 logtV/i) + —; f       (r/0-*i(*,
2m J ,-c>\

= irizV 4- 1/2 log(r/i) + g(r, rx).

x)ds
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Exponentiating, we have

*,(-1/t, *) = (r/iW^ofr, rx)

(now for all xQC), the same functional equation (2) as for d(r, x).

It follows that the quotient ê(r, x)/ô0(t, x) is an elliptic function of

x with periods 1 and r, and at most one simple pole (modulo periods)

at x= (t + 1)/2; this elliptic function is therefore constant, hence

ô(t, 0)/âo(r, 0) is constant. Finally, êo(r, 0) is determined as a func-

tion of t by its functional properties (cf. [l, Satz 2a]), so is a constant

timesû(t, 0); letting Im(r) tend to oo, we see the constant is 1. Thus:

Theorem 2. d(r, x) has the product expansion

00

II (1 - Î,B)(1 + zq2n~l)(\ + z-y-1),
n—1

where q=e*iT, z = e2T".
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